Meden-Inmed Sp. z o.o.
Wenedów 2
75-847 Koszalin
tel: +48 94 347 10 40
fax: +48 94 347 10 41
e-mail: shop@meden.com.pl

Massage and treatment table Safari
Jaguar P3
Link to product:
http://meden.com.pl/oﬀer/safari-treatment-tables/132-massage-and-treatment-table-safari-jagu
ar-p3.html
Available online only
Condition: New

Informacje:
3 section massage and treatment table

Product description:
Features:
3-section massage and treatment table with postural drainage setting,
Postural drainage with an electric motor operated by 2 switches from both sides of the table,
Width of table top: 69 or 80 cm,
Adjustable head section from -70° to +40° with a gas spring,
Round face hole in the head section with a removable face hole cover which increases patient’s comfort (2 types of cover: round and crescent),
Adjustable leg section from 0° to 90° with gas spring,,
Two-layer padding with non-ﬂammable, bio-compatible and scratchproof, upholstery in many colours,
Powder coated, very stable scissor steel frame,
2 side brackets for the ﬁxation of stabilization belts and elastic bands,
Traction support sleeves,
Personal Authorization Safety System with 2 magnetic safety keys,
HalloTronic® System electric high/low height adjustment from 54 to 95 cm with a capacity up to 200 kg,
Powder coated steel high/low height adjustment foot bar accessible from each side of the table,
Non-slip rubber feet with 1 cm height adjustment allowing for the levelling of the table.

Technical data:
Length [cm]:
Height [cm]:
Width [cm]:
Weight F0/F4 [kg]
Max. load [kg]:

205
54-95
69(80)
99/112
200

Additional option:
Built-in surface heating system of table top (Comfort option)
Upholstery of 80 mm thickness

"I’ve been using several types of Meden-Inmed’s Tables for over 15 years and I recommend them. I value their quality and design. I appreciate the care of the
manufacturer about ergonomics of my work. I like the ﬂexibility they give with all the adjustments they have. The lack of noise and stable work of motors and
gas springs give my patients and me comfort. I recommend Meden-Inmed’s Tables.
Lech Wojdyła
Neurac Instructor

Ordering information:
P3.F0: 3-section massage and treatment table with basic wheeling system composed of 2 small wheels and 2 legs with non-slip rubber feet.
P3.F4: 3-section massage and treatment table with dual-lever retractable castor wheeling system composed of 4 directional castors with central brake and 4
legs with non-slip rubber feet.
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